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ABSTRACT
We examine a class of step ow models of epitaxial growth obtained from a BurtonCabrera-Frank (BCF) type approach in one space dimension. Our goal is to derive a consistent contin uummodel for the ev olutionof the lm surface. Awa y from peaks and v alleys,
the surface height solves a Hamilton-Jacobi equation (HJE). The peaks are free boundaries
for this HJE. Their evolution must be speci ed by boundary conditions re ecting the microscopic physics of nucleation. We inv estigate this boundary condition by numerical simulation
of the step ow dynamics using a simple n ucleation la w. Our results rev ealthe presence of
sp ecial structures in the pro le near a peak; we discuss the relationship between these structures and the contin uum equation. We further address the importance of ev aporationfor
matching the local behavior near the peak to the solution of the contin uum equation.

INTRODUCTION
Epitaxial growth has many important tec hnologicaland industrial applications. T ounderstand and control the properties of thin lm materials, accurate and eÆcient modeling of
the growth process is essential. Contin uum modeling of epitaxial growth has received muc h
attention in the past two decades, but our understanding remains incomplete; see e.g. [1]
for a recent account. F rom the computational point of view, contin uum models, in the form
of partial di erential equations (PDEs), are preferred o v erthe microscopic ones, such as
Monte-Carlo or molecular dynamics models, because of their time eÆciency. F urthermore,
contin uum equations can model the surface morphologies at larger spatial scales with relative
ease.
Contin uum models of epitaxial growth v ery often start with the conservation equation
[2,3]: ht = r J + F . Here h(x; t) is the lm surface height, J is the surface mass current
density, and F is the source term. A constitutive equation for J is needed. Based on
phenomenological or physical reasoning, J is typically taken to depend on the derivatives
of the surface height function. One common example of such J is giv enb y K r(4h) +
f (jrhj2 )rh. Work has been done attempting to derive such an equation from an underlying
atomic-scale stochastic model, see e.g. [4], but there is as y et no systematic procedure for
doing so.
Our approach is di erent. It emphasizes the mesoscopic features, i.e. spatial structures
whose length scale is large compared to the lattice size but small compared to the sample.
They provide potential links between the microscopic and macroscopic phenomena. Working
in one space dimension for simplicity, we treat the lm surface as a collection of mounds, i.e.
a series of peaks and valleys. On vicinal terraces far from any peak or valley, the dynamics is
well-described by a step ow model. In the presence of evaporation, the associated contin uum
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equation is a HJE: ht = H (jrhj). This HJE does not apply, howev er, across the peaks;
rather, they must be modeled as free boundaries characterized b y appropriate boundary
conditions. F rom the physical point of view, it is natural to treat the peaks separately since
they are the places where nucleation is most likely to occur; the physics there is considerably
di erent from the rest of the lm.
The main goal of the present work is to explore the proper treatment of peaks. We
start b y (i) formulating a HJE model for epitaxial growth b y examining a simple step ow
dynamics; then we (ii) explore what boundary conditions should be applied at the peak
to capture the consequences of n ucleation. We nd that the proper contin uumsolution is
obtained b y specifying the v ertical v elocity of the peak, Vp. Our work includes simulations
of the structure of the peak region, which show the presence of two rather di erent local
structures | \rarefaction wa v es" and \shock wa v es" | depending on the value of Vp . These
local structures play a crucial role in matching the local behavior near the peak to the
solution of the contin uum equation.
Our viewpoint requires that there be at least a little evaporation; in the (v ery singular)
zero-evaporation limit, one loses the ability to specify di erent v alues of Vp relative to the
o v erall growth rate of the lm.
Since we work in (1+1) dimension, our lm surface consists of a sequence of terraces and
steps (Figure 1). The BCF model [5] determines the surface ev olution b y computing the
uxes of surface adatoms to the steps. In the quasistatic approximation one obtains a step
v elocity law of the form
Vn = a[f (l+ ) + g (l )] ;
(1)
where Vn is the v elocity of the nth step; a is the lattice spacing; l+ (l ) is the width of the
terrace ahead of (behind) the nth step; and f and g are the uxes of adatoms to the nth
step from the terrace ahead and behind, respectively . The contin uumlimit in this paper is
taken in the sense of letting a ! 0 and a=l ! jhxj, see e.g. [6]. In this limit, we hav e
Vn  ht =jhxj and the principal-order contin uum equation for (1) is a rst or der HJE. (If
higher-order terms in a are kept, one gets a higher order PDE; we shall return to this point
in the last section.)
This article is organized as follows. We rst introduce the use of a HJE for the modeling
of step ow and nucleation. Then the importance of evaporation is discussed. Next some simulation results and interpretations are presented. Finally we relate our work to other models.

THE HAMILTON-JACOBI EQUATION AND NUCLEATION
In this section, we explain the use of a HJE to model step ow and n ucleation at the
contin uum lev el. The step v elocity la w (1) is our starting point. The term g (l ) can be
neglected if, as we shall assume throughout, the Sc h woebel barrier is in nite. T ocapture
the main phenomena | attachment and ev aporationof surface adatoms | with minimal
complexity, we use the follo wing simple form forVn :
aF le ln
(2)
Vn = af (ln ) =
le + ln
p
where le = De is the di usion length and ln is the width of the nth terrace. (D and
e denote the di usion constant and ev aporationtime for the surface adatoms.) Note that
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Vn  aF le for ln  le and Vn  aF ln for ln  le . (See [1] for alternative formulas | with
similar qualitative behavior | derived directly from the BCF framework.) The contin uum
limit of (2) is the follo wing rstorder HJE:
ht =

a2 F le jhx j
= H (jhxj) :
a + le jhxj

(3)

This equation describes the ev olution of vicinal steps relatively well. Howev er, at the
peak of the surface pro le, i.e. the top terrace, we encounter another important physical
phenomenon | nucleation. It is through this process that the lm surface gains new height.
The modeling of this phenomenon requires the prescription of the peak vertical velocity Vp.
(In the present work, we assume that nucleation only occurs on the top terrace.) The ov erall
shape of the pro le near the peak depends on the magnitude of Vp (Figure 2).
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If the conv en tionalviscosity theory of HJEs [7] is used to solve (3), there is a unique
solution which in fact corresponds to Vp = 0, i.e the height do esnot grow. T omodel the
v ertical growth of the peak, it is thus natural to consider the follo wing version of (3):
ht = H (jhx j) + Vp 1peak (x)

(4)

where 1peak is a function de ned to be equal to 1 at the position of the peak and 0 otherwise.
The use of such a singular term can also be found in [8]. In e ect, the peak growth is being
treated separately from the vicinal growth. Sometimes a regularized v ersion of the abov e
equation is considered. It would be interesting to develop a theory of viscosity-t ype solutions
for (4), and to explore its approximation b y v arious regularizations and n umerical solution
sc hemes.

EVAPORATION AND VERTICAL PEAK VELOCITY
F rom the previous PDE viewpoint, Vp is a free variable for the HJE (4). We claim howev er
that this freedom of choosing Vp can be realized physically b y v arying the v alue of F . The
argument rests on identifying the nucleation length lc | the typical length of the top terrace
when a new la y ern ucleates. An argument similar to that of [9] giv es
lc2 (

lc

2

+ le ) =

aD
F le

and Vp = aF 2 lc2 e :
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(5)

Let us brie y summarize the derivation of (5). We assume that a nucleation even t occurs
whenever two adatoms occupy the top terrace simultaneously. Then the n ucleation rate
1=n is the product of the adatom arrival rate and the top terrace occupation probability.
Assuming an in nite Sch woebel barrier and using the quasistatic approximation, the adatom
density on the top terrace is  = F e . Thus when the top terrace has length l the nucleation
rate is
1
= (F l)  (F e l) :
(6)
n (l)
Now the n ucleation length lc is determined by
lc =2
(7)
af (lc =2) =
n (lc)
since the terraces just below the peak hav e length approximately lc=2. This giv esthe rst
part of (5). The second part follo ws from theobvious relation Vp = a=n (lc ).
aD4  1 (lc  le ) and aD4  1 (lc  le ), as
The relation (5) simpli es in the extremes Fl
Fle
e
follo ws:
aD 2
No evaporation (le ! 1)
and Vp = a2 F
: lc =
or large deposition ux (F ! 1)
F le2
1

4 2
1
2 5
2aD 3
Strong evaporation (le ! 0)
and Vp = 2 3 a 3 F 3 e3 D 3
: lc =
or small deposition ux (F ! 0)
F le


1

(8)
(9)

We now draw two crucial conclusion. (i) The peak v elocity Vp can hav e v arious scalings
with respect to F . On the other hand, the rate of height growth giv enb y (3) is alwa ys
proportional to F . This clearly shows that Vp is a free variable from the point of view of the
HJE. (ii) The presence of ev aporation(le < 1) is crucial for the freedom to prescribe Vp.
Without evaporation, Vp = a2 F is constant and equal to the o v erall lm growth rate.
Our discussion accounts for n ucleation on the top terraces but not on vicinal terraces.
This is of course an idealization. It is howev er reasonable in the large-Sch woebel-barrier
limit, since vicinal terraces are drained of adatoms b y attachment at steps, but the top
terrace loses adatoms only by n ucleation and ev aporation.
There has recently been work on the modeling of n ucleation ev en tsin terms of stochastic atomic-scale processes such as di usion and collision of adatoms [10]. Such work could
potentially provide improv ed peak models for coupling to our contin uum approach.

LOCAL PATTERNS AT THE PEAK
T oexemplify and v alidate our viewpoint, we perform n umerical simulations of the step
ow model de ned b y (2) using a simple but reasonable n ucleation rule: a new terr ac eis
intr o duced at the center of the top terr ac ewhen its width reaches a pr escribed value lc . (In
all our simulations, the initial height pro le is assumed to be symmetric about the peak.)
By varying lc , we can monitor the value of Vp. Our results are summarized in Figures 3 and
4, and they support the qualitative picture of Figure 2.
T ounderstand the abov e pictures at the contin uum lev el, we observe the appearance
of inner and outer slopes (m1 and m2 ) which are the slopes of the height pro le near and
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Figure 3. Small lc , large Vp , rarefaction wa v e Figure 4. Large lc , small Vp, shock wa v e
a wa y from the peak. In tuitively , m1 is determined b y the n ucleation phenomena and m2 is
the far- eld condition. The correct solution of (4) is the one that connects these two slopes
together. We call the patterns in Figures 3 and 4 \rarefaction wa v es"and \shock wa v es";
the former occurs when m1 > m2 and the latter when m1 < m2 .1 The explicit form of the
rarefaction wa v efor the HJE (3) is given b y:
hx=m1

x
t

 c1
jhx(x; t)j = >
1 c1  xt  c2
:
x  c2
m2
t
where c1 and c2 are constants such that the jhx j
8
>
<

m1

a
le

p

aF le xt

1
2



hx(c1t,t)=m1
hx(c2t,t)=m2

hx=m2

Figure 5.
is de ned contin uously (SeeFigure 5).
At the discrete lev el, according to (2),the step ev olution is given b y:
Xn ) or l_0 = 2af (l1 ) ; l_n = a[f (ln+1 )

X_ n (t) = af (Xn+1

f (ln )] ;

x

n = 1; 2; : : : (10)

where Xn and ln = Xn+1 Xn denote the location of the nth step and the width of the nth
terrace (Figure 1). This system has a very simple traveling wave type solution with constant
slope: l_0 (t) = 2af ( l2c ); ln = l2c ; n = 1; 2; : : : Only l0 changes in time. The o v erallstep
pattern rep eatsitself after a time period of T = 2lca f ( l2c ) 1 . This leads to
lc
2a2
f
:
(11)
Vp =
lc
2
In this example, m1 is explicitly giv enb y 2alc 1 . These clearly show that Vp and m1 are
related to the n ucleation phenomena.
F orthe case of nite but large Sc h woebel barrier, we believe that a similar description
still holds because the step ev olution (1) canbe considered as a small perturbation of (2).




1 This terminology comes from the theory of hyperbolic conservation laws in PDEs. In fact, in terms of
the new variable

u=h

x,

(3) can be written as

u

t

=[

H ( u )]
j
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j

x.

MODIFIED EQUATIONS AND A SINGULAR LIMIT
Our model so far in v olv esonly rst order PDEs. This is in contrast with the higher
order, nonlinear PDEs typically found in the literature [2,3]. In this section, we comment
on the relationship between our model and associated higher-order PDEs.
As mentioned in the introduction, a second-order PDE arises naturally by keeping terms
of second order in the small parameter a. F or our model (2), the resulting nonlinear di usion
equation is:




hxx
a
a2 hxx
a
a3 0
a
ln =
+
;
ht = af
j
hxj + f
(12)
3
jhxj 2jhxj
jhxj
2
jhxj jhxj2 :
Nonlinear di usions of this type | usually modi ed near hx = 0 and regularized by higherorder terms | hav e been used to model mounding produced by molecular beam epitaxy [3].
Howev erequation (12) is singular when hx = 0; moreov er its derivation is based on vicinal
step-trains, and do esnot apply at peaks or v alleys. We therefore take the view that the
equation should not be applied across the peaks and valleys; rather, these should be treated
as free boundaries. P erhaps the singular di usion terms could be important in giving a more
precise description of the solution near the peaks and v alleys.
We conjecture that inclusion of the di usion term will be crucial for understanding the
no-evaporation limit le ! 1. This limit is singular, in the sense that our HJE (3) degenerates
to ht = a2 F and it loses the ability to support di erent values of Vp (see (8)). The associated
limit of (12) is ht = a2 F + a3 F 2jhhxxxj2 . This equation was proposed as a contin uummodel of
no-evaporation, in nite-Sch woebel-barrier growth in [11]; it captures the formation of sharp
peaks seen in Monte-Carlo models of this growth regime. We wonder whether the solutions
obtained by our viewpoint conv erge to those considered in [11], in a suitable limit inv olving
le ! 1 and lc ! 0.
The singular character of the no-evaporation limit has also been recognized in [12]. That
paper discusses a di erent model, but there too ev ena small amount of ev aporationhas a
profound e ect on the growth morphology.

CONCLUSION
Despite muc hstudy, we still do not hav e a complete understanding of the link between
atomic-scale and contin uum models of lm growth. F rom both the mathematical and physical points of view, it is important to identify the correspondence between models on di erent
scales. We hav e shown, for a particular class of step- ow and n ucleation models in (1+1)
dimension, that the appropriate contin uum model is a Hamilton-Jacobi equation with specied peak velocity. We hav e also argued that the no-evaporation limit is singular, interesting,
and remains to be properly understood. Work is in progress in other directions as well,
including: appropriate modeling of valleys; conv ergence of the step ow solutions to those of
the contin uummodel; alternative n ucleation models with stochastic e ects; and large-scale
behavior such as coarsening.
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